NEWS BRIEF

JOS recognised as top three performer from Lenovo Top Performance Award

Malaysia – 9 May, 2016 – JOS Malaysia has been awarded with Lenovo Top Performance for SMB
Partner FY15/16 in commercial sector, an award presented at the Lenovo Channel Partner
Conference 2016/17 held on 6 May 2016. Among the SMB partners, JOS is awarded as the Top 3
out of the Top 5 performers for the first time.
This award demonstrates JOS Malaysia’s strong relationship with SMB partners and seamless
collaboration with the world’s foremost technology vendors. JOS has been one of the top performing
partners to the leading technology vendor. In Malaysia, JOS was awarded with Lenovo Top Value
Added Reseller for Commercial Segment (SMB) 2014-2015.

JOS in Malaysia has extended its capabilities including big data analytics, enterprise applications,
enterprise security, end user computing and next-generation infrastructure. We have deepened our
leadership position in Malaysia by winning new deals to provide our loyal customers with nextgeneration business solutions. The ongoing development further demonstrates our capabilities in
providing high value enterprise solutions.
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About JOS
With over 60 years’ experience in Asia, JOS is a systems integrator, solutions provider and technology consultancy
with deep local and industry knowledge and an exceptional ability to execute. With 2,200 IT professionals working
from nine offices across Asia’s major business hubs in China, Hong Kong, Macau, Malaysia and Singapore, JOS
aims to improve the performance of business and governments across the region by applying the best technology
to address their challenges. JOS has extensive experience across a range of industries, more than 10,000 private
and public sector customers in Asia, and core capabilities in cloud computing, big data, enterprise security,
enterprise applications, mobility, next generation infrastructure and internet of things. JOS is a division of JTH
Group, a member of the Fortune Global 500-listed Jardine Matheson Group. For more information, visit JOS.com.
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